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The Fist man Adam disobeyed God’s command, 
“In the day that you eat from it you will surely die.” As 
a result, Adam and his descendants became sinners 
and therefore could no longer have eternal life. But 
God sent His begotten Son Jesus to save mankind. 

Jesus, who came to this world only performed 
good deeds; preached the gospel of heaven, healed 
the sick, and finally died on the cross to redeem us 
from our sins.  Then, on the third day, He resurrected 
from the dead. From thence, anyone who accepts 
Jesus Christ receives the right to become God’s child 
and gains eternal life and can enter heaven. God 
manifested this great love toward us.  

Manifestation of Love  
Column

l Photo News l 

From Dr. Jaerock Lee’s column series 
‘Siloam’ carried on The Dong-A Ilbo

From July 27th to August 21st, Manmin English Classes 
were held for students by Jeffrey Cho and Jacob Lee 
of the translation bureau of Manmin Central Church. The 
students spent this summer vacation zealously studying 
English.

“Isn’t English So Easy, Class?”
Manmin English Class for Students

On August 25th, the teachers of Boonhyang Elementary 
School, in Jangsung, Jeonnam Province, visited Manmin 
Central Chruch and gave a plaque of appreciation for Dr. 
Jaerock Lee’s financial support of the school. 

“We Came to Express Our Gratitude.”

Teachers of Elementary School
 Visit our Church 

l Topic Book l 
   A Mysterious Account of  Seeking 
                                and Discovering “I”

S pirit, Soul and Bod y
_ Volume I _

O
Ranked in the Bestseller List 

of Kyobo Bookstore, 
in the ‘Religion’ Section  

“This book explores the origin of human kind in detail. 
For those who have been wandering to find the true ‘me’, 
this book will serve as an oasis.”               - mmkng3712
                    
“I could learn the mysterious providence of God, which 
is beyond words, because this book helps us understand 
ourselves and who we really are.”                        - paultgm

“Since before time, God existed alone in the universe. 
As numerous years passed, God wanted someone whom 
He can share love with. Then He planned the Human 
Cultivation Project!”                                               - kijerk

Comments 
f rom 
Readers 

Let Us Fill Our Heart 
With the Word of  Life

Books Authored by Dr. Jaerock Lee 

With Dr. Jaerock Lee’s books read by worldwide readers 
Containing soul-awakening message
Written in easy to read style, published in multiple languages

With clear blue skies and a cool breeze, 
autumn, the season of reading, has arrived. 

For those who are asking, “Where can I find a 
book worth reading?” we recommend some great 
books that will open the window to wisdom 
in your life and guide you toward eternal life. 
These, of course, are Dr. Jaerock Lee’s books 
that have been found as steady sellers in the 
‘Religion’ sections. 

One unique quality of all his books is their 
distinct life-filled messages. 

Readers can understand the love of God 
through the deep spiritual messages and 
experience repentance and healing. 

This is possible due to Dr. Jaerock Lee’s years 
of holding fast to God with prayer and fasting to 
understand the Bible. The books are easy to read 
and clear for all readers despite its deep spiritual 
message. The books have been translated into 
English, Japanese, French, Chinese, Hindi, 
Hebrew, and Arabian, and are loved by a great 
number of readers all around the world. 

In his book ‘My Life, My faith’, Dr. Jaerock 

Lee describes his tear wrenching life from the 
moment he met God after 7 years of torment 
from diseases until he became a worldwide 
evangelist. And if you don’t have the right 
answer to those who ask “Why is salvation only 
in Christianity?”, ‘The Message of the Cross’ 
should be the next on your list. This is a must-
read book for all Christians, explaining the 
providence of human cultivation and salvation, 
which are the most significant things you need to 
know as a Christian. 

Wi thou t  heaven ,  ou r  f a i t h  wou ld  be 
meaningless. And through the book ‘Heaven’, 
which introduces life in heaven according to 
the different heavenly dwelling places, we get 
a clear picture of the Kingdom of God. On the 
other side, the book ‘Hell’ will awaken readers 
from their spiritual slumbers with its vivid 
descriptions received from God through prayer, 
about this terrifying place. 

This autumn, why not grow in faith and 
cultivate your heart with these books? 

                                     (www.urimbook.com) 

Before I listened to the holiness gospel, 
my lif e was just  a continuation of 
emptiness, fear, worries, tears, and sorrow. 
Each morning, when I woke up, I wished 
that God would take my life away.

I had a daughter who was born with 

cerebral palsy 
and  inf an t i le 
paralysis. With 
quadriplegia she 
could only eat 
f ood  through 
a tube and her 
suff ering was 
beyond words. 
And when I got 
pregnant with 
my second child, 
m y  h u s b a n d 
a b u s e d  m e       
physically and 

mentally. I could find no reason to live 
when people tried to avoid me. When I 
couldn’t bear it all any longer, I moved to 
my mother’s house with my daughter. 

Then one morning, I turned on the 
television to watch the Christian channel, 

but there was problem with the TV cables, 
so I could only watch GCN. When I first 
heard Dr. Jaerock Lee’s message from the 
channel, my heart was touched and for 
6 months I watched the GCN programs 
several times a day. 

 And I was so impressed while reading 
Dr. Jaerock Lee’s books, ‘Heaven’ and 
‘Tasting Eternal Li fe Be fore Death’. I 
hadn’t ever heard this kind of clear and 
spiritual message before, telling me that I 
should live according to the word, cast off 
the lust of the flesh, love God the most, and 
be faithful in all God’s houses anywhere 
else.

I earnestly prayed to God to lead me to 
a church that preaches this holiness gospel. 
And only a few months later I was given 
Pastor James Sim’s e-mail address and 
visited New York International Manmin 
Church. When I told Pastor James about 

my problems, he suggested that I send a 
picture to Seoul and receive Dr. Jaercok 
Lee’s prayer. So I sent my daughter’s picture 
and received prayer on it.

Soon after that, her eyes, muscles, and 
sleeping problems were healed. Previously, 
her bones protruded and she didn’t even 
have strength to grab anything. She always 
had to visit the hospital and take medication. 
She was pretty much a vegetable human. 
But after the prayer, she can now eat well 
and has gained much weight. 

Now, she is singing praises, walking 
around, and growing up well in good 
health. All of these were made possible by 
the power of God. 

Believing that the time of suffering was 
the process of meeting the living God, I feel 
only thankfulness. Now I am really happy 
because I can live for the glory of God. 

l U.S.A l 

I Was Completely Healed of New Influenza  
l Peru l

Holiness Gospel Brought Happiness and Healing of Quadriplegia

On the night of July 11th, I suddenly had 
a severe headache and pain all over my 
bones. I had a stomach ache, diarrhea, and 
my body temperature rose to 40 degrees C 
(104 degrees F). After spending the entire 
night in pain, I was taken to a hospital on 
an ambulance the very next day. 

All of this turned out to be the Swine flu. 
I was scared. The doctor said that I had to 
wear a mask and be quarantined. He said I 
needed to take antibiotics and injections. 

My family called Pastor David Jungyeon 
Chang (Ministering Peru Manmin Church) 
and I received the handkerchief prayer (Acts 

19:11~12). At that moment I felt a strong fire 
surrounding my body and had an assurance 
that I was healed! Then, I knelt down with 
my family members and earnestly prayed 
to God. 

God reminded me of the moments that I 
didn’t live by His word and I felt so sorry 
before God. After I repented, the fever 
that didn’t seem to go away gradually 
disappeared. All the symptoms went away 
one by one, so I could enjoy a deep sleep at 
night. 

The f ollowing day, Pastor  David 
J u n g yeon  C h a n g  m i n is t e r ed  t he 

handkerchief prayer over the phone. And 
the pain and diarrhea was completely gone. 

I quickly recovered my health. 
I didn’t take any medication or injections, 

nor did I receive any hospital treatment. 
This experience was an opportunity for my 
family to have faith and be united as one in 
love. I give thanks and glory to God for this 
wonderful experience. 

Swine flu is a new strain of the influenza virus. 
The number of patients amounts to hundreds of 
thousands of victims and there are over 6000 patients 
in Korea alone, and the number of casualties is only 
rising. People are afraid that the disease might spread 
throughout the world by this coming autumn. 

Jennifer Lacarrie (25)

Danitza Villazon Gabriel (11)

l Taiwan l

Due to typhoon Morakot, Taipei had a rainstorm that dropped 
3000mm (about 118 inches) of rainfall with violent winds. All of Taipei 
was devastated; buildings, stores, and apartments collapsed, roads and 
bridges cracked open. The casualties amounted to over 500. The news 
channels around the world reported that this was the worst typhoon 
damage in 50 years. The high mountain village, where I work, was 
also within reach of the typhoon. The Shin Zhu Shi Rei prayer center is 
located at the summit of this mountain. Due to the storm, the rain poured 
unceasingly, causing landslides in several places and closing off many 
roads. The violent winds in the high mountain area were so strong that it 
looked like they could blow the houses away. The residents had to have 

been in great fear that something might happen to them. I called Taipei 
Manmin Church before the Friday all night service and asked for prayer. 
Pastor Kyunghee Kim notified the situation to Manmin Central Church, 
asking for Dr. Jaerock Lee’s prayer. When Dr. Jaerock Lee prayed for 
our church after the message, a miracle happened. Though the typhoon 
stayed in Taipei for 3 days, not only the prayer center, but our houses 
and facilities were perfectly fine as though nothing had even happened. 
Hallelujah! I confess from the center of my heart that God Almighty is 
surely living. I would like to give my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Jaerock Lee, 
Senior Pastor of Manmin Central Church, for manifesting the great power 
of God! 

We Were Protected from Typhoon Morakot
Pastor Miao Zhen Hong (Chinese Christion Miracle Association)

Jennifer and her daughter Chelsea Alexander
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1. Manmin Central Church believes that the Bible is  
    God-breathed Word that is perfect and flawless.
2. Manmin Central Church believes in the unity and
    the work of God the Trinity: God the Holy Father, 
    God the Holy Son, and God the Holy Spirit.
3. Manmin Central Church believes that we are
   forgiven of our sins only by the redeeming blood of   

    Jesus Christ. 
4. Manmin Central Church believes in the resurrection
    and ascension of Jesus Christ, His Second Advent, 
    the Millennium, and the eternal heaven.
5. Members of Manmin Central Church confess their 
    faith through “The Apostles’ Creed” each time they
    come together and believe in its content verbatim.

Books Authored by 
Dr. Jaerock Lee

A touching message 
awakening numerous souls 
and giving them true life! 
A treasure box of God’s 
deep and true love!

Never-before-revealed 
accounts of the horrible 
torments of Hell!

This is about both the love 
and the secrets of God 
that have been hidden 
until the end of times. It is 
a stern warning message 
to all mankind living in this 
end of the time of the 
ages and a good signpost 
to give all Jewish people 
the exact answers to 
their eager hope for the 
Messiah.

Awaken Israel!
 

God does not want a 
single soul to fall into Hell! 
A stern warning of 
awakening slumbering 
souls and God’s earnest 
message of love for 
mankind!
 

My Life 
My Faith I & II 

The pure aroma 
and fragrance of 
unceasing inspiration 
and truthfulness with 
touching accounts of 
biblical miracles still taking 
place today. Accounts of 
numerous healing works 
manifested just through 
prayers and the mystery 
of the fiery works of the 
Holy Spirit occurring at 
the end of time.

Heaven I & II The place as clear and 
beautiful as crystal and 
filled with God’s glory! 

Secrets of the kingdom 
of heaven revealed!
Vivid description of 
gorgeous lives in 
heaven and eternal 
happiness, rewards and 
glory given in the glory 
of God

Ten Plagues 

What if undesirable things 
continue to happen? What 
if small things turn into 
great sufferings? There 
are inevitable reasons 
for those things. This 
book helps the reader 
understand that there is 
a mystery embedded in 
disasters, plagues, and 
trials; and there is the love 
of God flowing in the trials.

This is a most significant 
guidepost for the growth of 
faith. 
There is the faith of the 
robber who accepted 
the Lord just before his 
death and the faith of the 
apostle Paul who preached 
the gospel in midst of 
countless sufferings. Just 
what is the difference 
between the faiths of 
these two people? 

The Measure 
of Faith

Hell

The Message 
of the Cross

A must-read to any reader 
around world 
Translated and published 
into 15 different 
languages!
 

Life of 
Disobedience 
and Life of 
Obedience 

There are many different kinds of books 
in this world: history books, technical 
books, novels, books of poetry, biographies 
and autobiographies. There are many 
different kinds of books in the heavenly 
kingdom, too. The Book of Life and the 
Book of Remembrance are the two most 
significant of these books. The reason 
being, these books are a record of people’s 
salvation, and the rewards they receive in 
heaven. 

1. The Book of Life

As recorded in the book of Revelation 
chapter 20 verse 15, the book of life will 
become the main piece of evidence during 
the Judgment of the Almighty God. 

The Book of Life has a bright-white 
cover surrounded by a bluish light. In the 
Book of Life is recorded the names of those 
who have received salvation. It records the 
time, day, month and year in which each 
individual accepted Jesus Christ, was born 
by the Spirit, and became a child of God. 

However, it is possible for a person’s 
name to be erased from the Book of Life, 
even after it is recorded there. This is 
because if that person once accepted Christ, 
but later returns to the way of death, he 
comes to have nothing to do with salvation,

Psalm 69:28 talks about just this kind of 
case, “May they be blotted out of the Book 
of Life and may they not be recorded with 
the righteous.” Revelation 3:5 also says, “… 
and I will not erase his name from the Book 
of Life.”

Therefore, we must live according to the 
word of God and never let our names be 
erased or blotted out of the Book of Life.

 
 2. The Book of Remembrance
 
The Book of Remembrance records 

in detail when, where, how, and in what 
condition a person fulfilled God’s work; how 
this event came to be, and what the outcome 
was. 

When an event is carried out by one 
individual, it is recorded under his or her 
name, and when it’s carried out by a group, 
it is recorded under the name of the group’s 
leader. The details of the event are clearly 
recorded, and some of the most important 
parts can be replayed so vividly as if in real 
life, just like a video record, supporting the 
writings in the book. 

When seen with spiritual eyes, the Book 
of Remembrance captures everything in 
such detail that the book is very thick, and 
it gives off a golden color, with very elegant 
patterns on its cover. 

Just by looking at its cover, we can see 
that it is a very valuable book. 

God rewards greatly, those individuals 
who are recorded in this book.

This is  because these individuals 
accomplished things that greatly glorified 
God and their deeds are worthy of being 
remembered throughout history; just as 

people in this world write biographies or 
build monuments to commemorate great 
persons or meaningful events. Now then, 
can the names of those people who end up 
in Paradise, the lowest level in the kingdom 
of  heaven be written in the Book of 
Remembrance?

Malachi 3:16 says, “Then those who 
feared the LORD spoke to one another, and 
the LORD gave attention and heard it, and 
a book of remembrance was written before 
Him for those who fear the LORD and who 
esteem His name.”

Here, “those who fear the LORD” signifies 
people who keep away from evil. This 
therefore means that we have to be at least 
in the fourth level of faith, which is the level 
where one does not have any evil in their 
hearts. 

Therefore, those that end up in Paradise, 
or  the First ,  or  Second kingdom of 
Heaven cannot be recorded in the Book of 
Remembrance. 

3. Other Books in Heaven 
 
In the heavenly kingdom there are many 

other books in addition to the Book of 
Life and the Book of Remembrance. For 
example, there are books that are sorted 
and recorded by categories of the history 
of human cultivation. There are also books 
that keep a record of all the people used by 
God in a given time period. There are also 
books that record all the things that Jesus did 

during his lifetime here on earth, and there is 
also the biography of the life of Abraham.

When we go to the heavenly kingdom, we 
will have the opportunity to gain spiritual 
knowledge. Sometimes those who are in 
New Jerusalem will teach those who are in 
the Third kingdom of heaven, the Second 
kingdom of heaven, the First kingdom of 
heaven, and Paradise. So there are special 
textbooks for this purpose. But this doesn’t 
mean we can only learn through books 
in heaven. There will be many different 
resources for learning spiritual things, 
including vivid video materials. 

There are some books that are as special as 
the Book of Remembrance. One of these is 
the book that records all the names of those 
who overcame persecutions and trials for 
the Lord’s sake with thanksgiving. There is 
also another book that records the trials that 
some of the people faced before entering 
into New Jerusalem. They are those who are 
among the 24 elders or higher in the spiritual 
rank. In the case of men, they are Elijah, 
Enoch, Abraham, Moses, and the 24 elders. 
In the case of women, those who have faith 
equivalent to the faith of the 24 elders are 
written in this book. This book records 
information about each person in detail, and 
the kinds of trials they endured to become 
perfect in faith.

The Book of  Remembrance mostly 
records the superior achievements of people, 
whereas these books focus on the trials that 
people faced and overcame. 

. 
4. The Authority to Read Books in 
    Heaven 

In the heavenly kingdom, there are some 
books that we can freely read, while there 
are other books that only authorized persons 
can read. And there are books we can see 
only when it is opened by the Triune God.
One of them is this Book of Remembrance. 
We can read it only when God allows it. 

God the Father will choose a special day 
to show a part of this book. 

On one particular day, He may begin with 
the cover and flip through, displaying all the 
pages. And on another day, He may take an 
excerpt from a part of this book to explain 
something.

When God the Father opens this book 
and explains about a part of its contents, 
everyone will listen with joy. Then we will 
all praise God the Father and give Him 
glory. This is just one of the joyful things 
that we will get to enjoy in the heavenly 
life. 

Dear brothers and sisters in Christ, in 
the kingdom of heaven, angels are writing 
about you every day. And a special part of 
your journal may be quoted in other books 
in heaven, according to the subject matter. 
Therefore, I pray in the name of the Lord 
that you will live a life of giving glory to 
God the Father in all ways, whether you eat, 
or drink, or whatever you do on this earth.

Book of Life, Book of Remembrance   
“And I saw the dead, the great and the small, standing before the throne, and books were opened; and another book was opened,  
 which is the book of life.” Revelation 20:12
“Then those who feared the LORD spoke to one another, and the LORD gave attention and heard it, and a book of remembrance 
 was written before Him for those who fear the LORD and who esteem His name.” Malachi 3:16 

The book of life is bright white in color 
and is surrounded 

by a blue light. In it, 
are the names of those 
who received salvation. 

The book of remembrance gives off 
a golden light, and recorded in it are 
all the memorable events that give 
great glory to God which should be 

remembered for eternity. 

Dr. Jaerock Lee

“Honey, I got into a big accident today.”
“What? Really?” 

My Husband Protected in an Accident 
When my husband said this at first, I thought he was 

kidding because he had no visible injuries on any part of his 
body. The story goes like this. My husband commutes to work 
every day on his bicycle. And on that particular day he was 
running across the crosswalk when the light was green, but he 
was hit by a taxi. But he says that he didn’t feel even a bit of 
pain when he fell. 

He was taken to the hospital on an ambulance, where they 
examined him. But there was nothing wrong! Rather, my 
husband was trying to comfort the taxi driver and protect 
him from punishment. He didn’t even demand for settlement 
money either.

I was so thankful to God for protecting my husband. On 
top of that, I was so happy that my husband thoughtfully 
considered others first. If he hadn’t been changed by the 
word of God he would have definitely stayed in the hospital. 
Just several years ago, he persecuted me about my going to 
church, but he has now become a completely different man. 

The Past Days 
In 1992, I was touched by Manmin News and began 

attending the Daniel Prayer Meetings. Becoming filled with 
the Holy Spirit through prayer, I registered at Manmin Church 
by myself and started my life of faith. And though I had led a 
religious life before that, I wasn’t quite sure about heaven and 
hell. But as I listened to the messages of Dr. Jaerock Lee, I was 
able to feel and touch the spiritual realm and my soul was like 
a fish that finally found water. 

Becoming fully drenched in God’s word, I strived only for 
heaven. And so I began to neglect things around me. I didn’t 
care about my husband’s complaints and I had no worries 
about my children. I tried to comfort myself with the hope 
of heaven and the love of the Lord that filled my heart. But 
the relationship with my husband only grew worse. And now 
looking back on these days, I know that I was very wrong. 
While praying for my family’s salvation, God helped me 
realize this. 

“If someone says, ‘I love God,’ and hates his brother, he is 
a liar; for the one who does not love his brother whom he has 

seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen.” (1 John 4:20)
I discovered that I didn’t really love my husband from my 

heart, and I repented with tears. And then, once again, I began 
taking care of my family members whom I had neglected. I 
tried to understand my husband and tried hard to serve him. 
And to my husband’s complaints, I began to reply with a 
big smile on my face, “Yes honey, I am sorry. I will be more 
careful next time.” 

God Healed My Son and Led My Husband
One day, while my second son Sangkyu was playing with 

his ball, he fell and broke his toe. Sangkyu had been a Manmin 
member since he was in my womb. My husband wanted to 
take him to the hospital. And although he always listens to 
his dad, this time he refused, saying “Dad I won’t go to the 
hospital. If it’s ok with you, I want to go to church and receive 
prayer from the Senior Pastor.” 

On the following Sunday, my husband took Sangkyu to 
church. That day, Dr. Jaerock Lee was on an overseas business 
trip so he received prayer from Pastor Sooyul Cho instead. 
But after his prayer, he ran up and down the stairs without any 
pain. After seeing this, my husband began attending Sunday 
morning services that very week. 

Moles Disappeared Only by Shaking Hands. 
“Mom! The mole is gone!” My daughter Hyerim exclaimed, 

“Wow, it just disappeared!” She pointed to the place where a 

mole on her hand used to be. Three years ago, Hyerim began 
to develop about 30 moles on her feet, knee, and hands. All she 
did was shake hands with Dr. Jaerock Lee with a prayer request 
sticker labeled “Healing of moles”, and one of the moles had 
vanished! As a teenage girl, the mole had been an emotional 
burden for her. 

Through this experience, Hyerim came to have faith, and 
once again received prayer from Dr. Jaerock Lee a week later. 
Soon after that, many of her moles disappeared, some of them 
just falling off here and there. And soon after, she became 
completely clean. From this experience, Hyerim deeply felt the 
love of God, and she now worships God in spirit and in truth 
during the services. But surprisingly, my husband was rejoicing 
more than Hyerim herself. He always felt heartbroken when he 
saw her daughter’s hands. He was so overjoyed by her healing 
and his faith grew so much that he now fully keeps the Sabbath 
day holy and makes full tithes. And this is why, according to 
His justice, God protected him in the traffic accident that could 
have been fatal, leaving him perfectly unharmed. 

I am just overjoyed because my prayer and wish that my 
entire family would attend church together has been answered. 

I am especially thankful for my supportive husband. Nowadays 
when I come back from Friday night service, my husband 
kindly says “Feel free to sleep dear, I will take care of the 
breakfast.” 

Looking back on the past, I feel sorry for not serving my 
husband more. And now my husband seems to feel sorry 
for having persecuted me about going to church. I give all 
thanksgiving and glory to God, who led our family to the way 
of faith with such an amazing experience and His amazing 
love. 

My Family Filled with Happiness, Joy and Love 
Deaconess Sunryul Park (2-15 Parish)

After MMTC Europe Camp ‘The Message of the Cross’
Yejin Cho (First Year High School Mission)

As I arrived in Breuexell, Beglium where EU headquarters is 
located, I could feel a spiritually dreary atmosphere. looking at the 
graffiti covered walls and lascivious posters.

Nevertheless, the work of the Holy Spirit was surely happening 
here through the MMTC camp entitled ‘The Message of the 
Cross.’ After showing ‘The Power of God’ DVD, Missionary Jane 
Mpologoma preached the message while Pastor Guy Davits led 
praise. After the praise, the trainees took out the handkerchiefs 
that Dr. Jaerock Lee had prayed upon and earnestly prayed for 
the attendees. The place quickly exhibited the strong workings 
of the Holy Spirit; People praying for the Lord’s grace, shedding 

tears, and receiving tongues. 
One member, a volunteer translating Spanish, had been 

suffering from severe dermatitis on his abdomen for two weeks. 
Missionary Hyun-sook Noh sprayed Muan sweet water on him 
and prayed for him, using the handkerchief (Acts 19:11-12). And the 
very next day he was perfectly healed, and though a practicing 
Catholic, he converted to Christianity. Seeing a member coming all 
the way from France to attend the meeting, I truly felt that world 
evangelism was becoming a reality. Thinking, “What I can do for 
these souls?” I, as a person nurtured in the Manmin Church 
from childhood, felt a great weight of responsibility. 

Hyerim’s Hand Healed of Moles (before(left) and after(right) the prayer)

From left: her son Sangkyu, husband Jaewoo Lee, daughter Hyerim 


